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channel t → Zu(c) t → γu(c) t → gu(c)
(3 jets) (4 jets) (combined)

upper limit on BR (L = 10 fb−1) 3.4 × 10−4 6.6 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3

upper limit on BR (L = 100 fb−1) 6.5 × 10−5 1.8 × 10−5 5.0 × 10−4 8.0 × 10−4 4.3 × 10−4

Table 7: The expected 95% confidence level limits on the FCNC top decays branching ratio in the absence
of signal hypothesis are shown. The results for a luminosity of L = 10 and 100 fb−1 are presented.

• top mass: The limits presented in the last subsection were evaluated using back-
ground and signal samples generated with mt = 175 GeV/c2. The effect of the
top mass uncertainty was evaluated using different Monte Carlo samples with mt =
170 GeV/c2 and mt = 180 GeV/c2. This systematic affects both the event kine-
matics (and consequently the discriminant variables shape) and the value of the tt̄
cross-section (used in the limits evaluation).

• σ(tt̄): The overall theoretical uncertainty on σ(tt̄) was estimated to be 12% [21].
This uncertainty was included by varing the tt̄SM cross-section used both in the tt̄SM

background normalization and in the BR limits evaluation.

• PDFs choice: The CTEQ 5L PDF set was used in the Monte Carlo generation. A
different PDF set (CTEQ 4M [15,16]) was used to estimate the effect of this choice
on the event kinematics.

• b-tag algorithm efficiency: As mentioned in section 2, the ATLFASTB package
was used to parametrize the b − tag efficiency. The NSET=2 flag (corresponding to
a b-tagging efficiency of 60%) was used. In order to study the impact of a different
choice, the NSET=1 (corresponding to a b-tagging efficiency of 50%) and NSET=3

(corresponding to a b-tagging efficiency of 70%) options were also used. This source
of uncertainty affects the signal efficiency, background estimation and discriminant
variable shapes.

• jet energy calibration: The impact of the knowledge of the absolute jet energy
scale was estimated by recalibrating the reconstructed jet energy. A miscalibration of
±1% for light jets and ±3% for b-jets was used. This uncertainty was found to have
a negligible effect on the signal efficiency, background estimation and discriminant
variable shapes.

• analysis stability: The stability of the sequential analysis was studied by changing
the preselection and final selection (typically a ±10% variation on the cut values was
considered).

• p.d.f. choice: The discriminant variables were computed using the probability
density function sets described in section 3. In order to estimate the effect of a
different p.d.f. set, the following changes were studied:

a) t → Zu(c) channel: the t̄ reconstruction was done by considering the jet closest
to the reconstructed Z in the invariant mass evaluation.

b) t → γu(c) channel: similarly to the t → Zu(c) channel, the t̄ mass reconstruction
was done using the jet closest to the leading γ. Moreover, the t mass was included
in the p.d.f. set and the multiplicity of jets with |η| < 2.5 was chosen as p.d.f.
(instead of the jet multiplicity).
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channel t → Zu(c) t → γu(c) t → gu(c)
(3 jets) (4 jets) (combined)

upper limit on BR (L = 10 fb−1) 3.4 × 10−4 6.6 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3

upper limit on BR (L = 100 fb−1) 6.5 × 10−5 1.8 × 10−5 5.0 × 10−4 8.0 × 10−4 4.3 × 10−4

Table 7: The expected 95% confidence level limits on the FCNC top decays branching ratio in the absence
of signal hypothesis are shown. The results for a luminosity of L = 10 and 100 fb−1 are presented.

• top mass: The limits presented in the last subsection were evaluated using back-
ground and signal samples generated with mt = 175 GeV/c2. The effect of the
top mass uncertainty was evaluated using different Monte Carlo samples with mt =
170 GeV/c2 and mt = 180 GeV/c2. This systematic affects both the event kine-
matics (and consequently the discriminant variables shape) and the value of the tt̄
cross-section (used in the limits evaluation).

• σ(tt̄): The overall theoretical uncertainty on σ(tt̄) was estimated to be 12% [21].
This uncertainty was included by varing the tt̄SM cross-section used both in the tt̄SM

background normalization and in the BR limits evaluation.

• PDFs choice: The CTEQ 5L PDF set was used in the Monte Carlo generation. A
different PDF set (CTEQ 4M [15,16]) was used to estimate the effect of this choice
on the event kinematics.

• b-tag algorithm efficiency: As mentioned in section 2, the ATLFASTB package
was used to parametrize the b − tag efficiency. The NSET=2 flag (corresponding to
a b-tagging efficiency of 60%) was used. In order to study the impact of a different
choice, the NSET=1 (corresponding to a b-tagging efficiency of 50%) and NSET=3

(corresponding to a b-tagging efficiency of 70%) options were also used. This source
of uncertainty affects the signal efficiency, background estimation and discriminant
variable shapes.

• jet energy calibration: The impact of the knowledge of the absolute jet energy
scale was estimated by recalibrating the reconstructed jet energy. A miscalibration of
±1% for light jets and ±3% for b-jets was used. This uncertainty was found to have
a negligible effect on the signal efficiency, background estimation and discriminant
variable shapes.

• analysis stability: The stability of the sequential analysis was studied by changing
the preselection and final selection (typically a ±10% variation on the cut values was
considered).

• p.d.f. choice: The discriminant variables were computed using the probability
density function sets described in section 3. In order to estimate the effect of a
different p.d.f. set, the following changes were studied:

a) t → Zu(c) channel: the t̄ reconstruction was done by considering the jet closest
to the reconstructed Z in the invariant mass evaluation.

b) t → γu(c) channel: similarly to the t → Zu(c) channel, the t̄ mass reconstruction
was done using the jet closest to the leading γ. Moreover, the t mass was included
in the p.d.f. set and the multiplicity of jets with |η| < 2.5 was chosen as p.d.f.
(instead of the jet multiplicity).
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(instead of the jet multiplicity).
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(Carvalho, Castro, Onofre, Veloso 2005)

SM: BR ~ 10-14

Interesting region:
BR ~ 10-4 ÷10-8

Top sector observables

• Precision: look for anomalies in flavor 
couplings (10^3 improvement). 

• Search for coupling to a new sector (like 

in the      case): J/�

(2) If mX >> mt, the outgoing tops are ultra-relativistic,  their 

products collimate => top jets.



t-angular info’ encoded in decay products

• When other quarks produced:    

• Tops decay before hadronize:    

Need to understand the energy flow inside jet



t-angular info’ encoded in decay products

• When other quarks produced:    

• Tops decay before hadronize:    

Need to understand the energy flow inside jet

iv)…

ii)Jet Shape (calculable)

i)Algorithmic…                   
(Jet declustering)

Jet Substructure

iii)Matrix-element…



Jet substructure

Gavin Salam

overlap
method soft drop

! Shape
! Kinematics
! Soft removal

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

D3
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Lesson from Run I: it works!

“If you ain’t boostin’, you ain’t livin” – 
Nhan Tran, FNAL 

(Experimental Summary at BOOST 2014)



(easy to get LO PQCD, weak jet finder dep’&  beyond,  Template Overlap. 
  fits the spiky nature of signals)

Modern boosted top tagging

(naively: QCD jets are massless while top jets ~ mt)JetShape: Moments. (easy to get LO PQCD, weak jet finder dependence, etc ) 
Almeida, SL, Perez, Sterman, Sung & Virzi; Thaler & Wang (08); 
Thaler & Tilburg (10), Gallichio & Schwartz (10), Hook, Jankowiak & Wacker (11), etc 

Algorithm: Filtering, pruning, trimming, mass drop, soft drop, etc

Seymour (93); Butterworth, Cox, Forshaw (02); Butterworth, Davison, 
Rubin & Salam (08); Kaplan, Rehermann, Schwartz, Tweedie (08); Krohn, 
Thaler & Wang (10); Ellis, Vermilion & Walsh (09); T. Plehn, G. P. 
Salam, & M. Spannowsky (09),Larkoski, Marzani,Soyez,Thaler (14),etc

g

Almeida, SL, Perez, Sterman & Sung (10);                                                             
Almeida, Erdogan, Juknevich, SL, Perez, Sterman (11);Backovic, 
Juknevich, Perez (13); Backovic, Gabizon, Juknevich, Perez, Soreq (14)

t
(simple to implement, very successful)

Matrix element method
Soper & Spannowsky (11,12)

shower deconstruction method

apologies for omitted ones…



Jet Grooming
Jet horticulture: soft removal

1306.4945

filtering

pruning

trimming

Filtering: Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam 0802.2470
Pruning: Ellis, Vermilion, Walsh 0912.0033
Trimming: Krohn, Thaler, Wang 0912.1342



Jet Grooming
 e.g. how HepTopTagger works: 

->start with a C/A fat jet (R=1.5) -> find hard jet 
substructure by mass drop (m<50GeV)


-> apply filtering (Rmax =0.3, Nfit =5) to get top decay

->Applies kinematic cuts and demand that a pair of 
sub-jets falls within W-mass window



✦Jet mass-sum of  “massless” momenta in h-cal              

        inside the cone: m2

J = (
�

i�R Pi)2, P i2 = 0

Jet shapes: Jet mass
Almeida, SL, Perez, Sung & Virzi (09) 

✦ In practice: 
+ pile-up effects+detector smearing.
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✦Boosted QCD Jet mass distribution
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✦Jet mass-sum of  “massless” momenta in h-cal              

        inside the cone: m2

J = (
�

i�R Pi)2, P i2 = 0

Jet shapes: Jet mass
Almeida, SL, Perez, Sung & Virzi (09) 

✦ In practice: 
+ pile-up effects+detector smearing.

i

✦Boosted QCD Jet mass distribution

For large jet mass & small 
R, 

no big logs => 
   can be calculated via 

perturbative QCD!

Jet$Mass$� Comparison$To$Theory
R$=$1.0

12/16/2010 WIS/UofT 15

For$Blessing

Jet mass distribution,  high mass region

Pythia 

Data nicely interpolates between 
quark and gluon jet functions 

consistent with mostly quark case!



Calculable Jet shape: Planar flow

Thaler & Wang, JHEP (08);
Almeida, SL, Perez, Stermam, Sung & Virzi, PRD (09). 

Top-jet is 3 body vs. massive QCD jet <=> 2-body (our result)

Planar flow,  Pf, measures the energy ratio between two 
primary axes of cone surface:

where on the RHS we have used that we expect ⌅i ⌃ R
for the important contributions (and also since the con-
tributions from the MIs are independent of the actual
hard process that we are interested thus generically we
expect ⌅ = O(R)). The interesting angularity distri-
butions, relevant to highly boosted massive jets are for
a < 0 [6, 12] which emphasize the radiation towards
the cone edge and the leading log approximation where
mJ/pJR � 1 [13]. Consequently, we find that over the
interesting range of parameters we expect the constant
term to dominate with some subdominant linear contri-
bution towards ⌥J

a ⌃
�
⌥J
a

⇥max. We also find that in gen-
eral the relative correction to angularity is small

⇤⌥a

⌥a
⌃
⇧

i�R90o

⇤m2
i

2m2
J

(R12)i
<⌃
⇧

i�R90o

⇤m2
i

m2
J

⌃ 2⇤mJ

mJ
� 1 ,

(9)
for example the recent CDF analysis shows that for
pT ⇧ 400 GeV, R = 0.7 and mJ ⌃ 100 GeV then
�⇥

a

⇥
a

<⌃ 2⇥ 4 GeV/100 GeV = O(8%) which is in a good
agreement with the data [6].

Subtraction method for planar flow.
To define planar flow, Pf [12–14], we first construct

for a given jet a 2⇥ 2 matrix IE

Ikl
E =

1
mJ

⇧

i�R

Ei
pi,k

Ei

pi,l

Ei
, (10)

where pi,k is the kth component of its transverse momen-
tum relative to the jet momentum axis. We point that
at small angles Iw actually corresponds to a straightfor-
ward generalization of ⌥0 promote it to a two dimensional
tensor

⌥xy
0 ⌅ 1

2mJ

⇧

i�jet

Ei ⌅
x
i ⌅

y =
Iw

2
, (11)

we shall return to this point in the following. Given Iw,
we define Pf for that jet as

Pf = 4
det(IE)
tr(IE)2

=
4⇧1⇧2

(⇧1 + ⇧2)2
, (12)

where ⇧1,2 are the eigenvalues of IE .
IE is a real symmetric matrix thus, without loss of gen-

erality it can be expanded as sum of three basis matrices

IE = p0 ⌃0 + px ⌃x + pz ⌃z , (13)

where ⌃0 ⌅ 12/
↵

2, ⌃x,z are the corresponding Pauli ma-
trices and we use the normalization tr (⌃i⌃j) = ⇤ij such
that the ⌃is form an orthonormal basis; finally, the pis
are real numbers and the i usefulness of the analogy with
a two+one dimensional Lorentz group become clear in
the following. Pf is given by

Pf =
p2
0 � p2

i

p2
0

⌅
m2

I
E

p2
0

⌅ 1
⇥2

I
E

⌅ 1� �2
I

E

(14)

with p2
i ⌅ p2

x + p2
z Let us first consider the contribution

to Pf from a single calorimeter cell. It is easy to see
that it satisfies the ”null energy” condition of a massless
particle (p1

0)2 � (p1
i )2 = 0 where this is independent of

the chosen frame to calculate Iw. Note that this is the
first point where our result deviates from a generic trivial
description of symmetric real matrices. Thus Pf actually
corresponds to the one over the boost factor for a system
consist of set of massless particles in three dimensions,
or to the ratio of the invariant mass of set of ”massless
particles” to their square of sum of energies.

Let us find the leading order correction from MIs

�Pf =
�Pf

�p0
⇤p0 +

�Pf

�pi
⇤pi =

2
p0

�
�2

I
E

⇤p0 � �I
E

⇤pi

⇥

=
2
p0

⌃
(1� Pf)⇤p0 �

�
1� Pf ⇤pi

⌥
(15)

In order to obtain the value of p0 in terms of observables
we use Eq. (11)

p0 =
↵

2 ⌥0 . (16)

While ⌥0 is a simple function of the jet mass and mo-
menta (see e.g) [] as explicitly obtained when evaluating
the jet mass from its four momenta (assuming mJ � PJ

and R � 1)

m2
J  

⇤
PJ +

⇧

i�R

⇤p2
i

2Ei
, PJ , 0

⌅2

⌥ PJ

⇧

i

⇤p2
i

2Ei

⌥ PJ

⇧

i

Ei⌅
2
i = 2PJmJ ⌥0 ⌦ p0  

mJ↵
2 PJ

.(17)

We thus obtained our final and simple result for the pla-
nar flow correction,

�Pf =
↵

2 PJ

mJ

⌃
(1� Pf)⇤p0 ⇤

�
1� Pf ⇤pi

⌥
. (18)

Let us estimate what is the expected size of ⇤p0,i, since
the correction from the MI is random we genetically ex-
pect ⇤pi ⌃ ⇤p0, using Eq. (3) and (17) we find

⇤p0  
⇤mJ↵
2 PJ

. (19)

The largest correction is expected for Pf ⌃ 0 which is
roughly given by

�Pfmax ⌃
↵

2 PJ

mJ

 
⇤p2

0 + ⇤p2
0 ⌃

↵
2
⇤mJ

mJ
, (20)

where using the CDF data we find, say for mJ ⌃ 100 GeV
�Pf <⌃ 7% .
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(i) “moment of inertia”:

(ii) Planar flow:

leading order QCD, Pf=0 top jet, Pf=1



Calculable Jet shape: Planar flow

Thaler & Wang, JHEP (08);
Almeida, SL, Perez, Stermam, Sung & Virzi, PRD (09). 

Top-jet is 3 body vs. massive QCD jet <=> 2-body (our result)
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trices and we use the normalization tr (⌃i⌃j) = ⇤ij such
that the ⌃is form an orthonormal basis; finally, the pis
are real numbers and the i usefulness of the analogy with
a two+one dimensional Lorentz group become clear in
the following. Pf is given by
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(14)

with p2
i ⌅ p2

x + p2
z Let us first consider the contribution

to Pf from a single calorimeter cell. It is easy to see
that it satisfies the ”null energy” condition of a massless
particle (p1

0)2 � (p1
i )2 = 0 where this is independent of

the chosen frame to calculate Iw. Note that this is the
first point where our result deviates from a generic trivial
description of symmetric real matrices. Thus Pf actually
corresponds to the one over the boost factor for a system
consist of set of massless particles in three dimensions,
or to the ratio of the invariant mass of set of ”massless
particles” to their square of sum of energies.

Let us find the leading order correction from MIs
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In order to obtain the value of p0 in terms of observables
we use Eq. (11)

p0 =
↵

2 ⌥0 . (16)

While ⌥0 is a simple function of the jet mass and mo-
menta (see e.g) [] as explicitly obtained when evaluating
the jet mass from its four momenta (assuming mJ � PJ

and R � 1)
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⇤
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⇧
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mJ↵
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.(17)

We thus obtained our final and simple result for the pla-
nar flow correction,

�Pf =
↵

2 PJ

mJ

⌃
(1� Pf)⇤p0 ⇤

�
1� Pf ⇤pi

⌥
. (18)

Let us estimate what is the expected size of ⇤p0,i, since
the correction from the MI is random we genetically ex-
pect ⇤pi ⌃ ⇤p0, using Eq. (3) and (17) we find

⇤p0  
⇤mJ↵
2 PJ

. (19)

The largest correction is expected for Pf ⌃ 0 which is
roughly given by

�Pfmax ⌃
↵

2 PJ

mJ

 
⇤p2

0 + ⇤p2
0 ⌃

↵
2
⇤mJ

mJ
, (20)

where using the CDF data we find, say for mJ ⌃ 100 GeV
�Pf <⌃ 7% .
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(i) “moment of inertia”:

(ii) Planar flow:

leading order QCD, Pf=0 top jet, Pf=1

IRC safe, 
but sensitive to 
pile-up effect



Jet shape: N-subjettiness

Thaler & Tilburg (10)



Jet shape: N-subjettiness

Thaler & Tilburg (10)

Ratio observables: IRC unsafe, but Sudakov safe: 
To all-orders, singular region is exponentially suppressed 

by perturbative Sudakov factor (Larkoski & Thaler)



Template Overlap Method
Template overlaps: functional measures that 

quantify how well the energy flow of a physical jet 
matches the flow of a boosted partonic decay

|j>=set of particles or calorimeter towers that make up a jet. e.g. 
|j>=|t>,|g>,etc, where:

“template”

Lunch table 
discussion with 

Juan 
Maldacena

✦describe jet energy flow as spikes 



Template Overlap Method

The red dots with circles are peak 
template momenta. They represent 

the “most likely” top decay 
configuration at a parton level.

Blue - positions of truth level top decay products. 
Gray - Calorimeter energy depositions. 
Red - Peak template positions. 

Typical boosted top jet



Blue - positions of truth level top decay products. 
Gray - Calorimeter energy depositions. 
Red - Peak template positions. 

Because templates are 
sensitive only to the 
energy depositions 

within the small cones 
the method is very 

weakly susceptible to 
pileup.

Templates are matched to jet energy 
distribution by collecting radiation 
within some small cone around 
each parton and minimizing the 

difference between the energy of the 
parton and the collected energy.

Typical boosted top jet

Template Overlap Method



pile-up removal & mass reconstruction

David Miller, Aspen, Jan 2015



pile-up removal & mass reconstruction

David Miller, Aspen, Jan 2015



  Jet as an Image: HCAL output = digital image of the jet: each cell=pixel, energy deposit in each cell


 Jet Substructure with Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Almeida, Backovic, Cliche, SL, Perelstein `15

succession of 
non-linear 
transformations:



ANN
Almeida, Backovic, Cliche, SL, Perelstein `15

Network Training



ANN
Almeida, Backovic, Cliche, SL, Perelstein `15

Network Training



ANN
Almeida, Backovic, Cliche, SL, Perelstein `15

Network Training

←factor 2 improvement
in S/B
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Composite Top Partner Searches @ Run 1

same-sign 
dileptons

W tag:             
2 subjets, 
Mj[60,130] 

CMS top tag

ATLAS-CONF-2012-130
MX5/3

& 800GeV

10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.171801

Simone, Matsedonski, Rattazzi, Wulzer `12
Azatov, Son, Spannowsky `13

Matsedonski, Panico, Wulzer `14

How about Run 2? 

Single production with Boosted Analysis 
becomes more important! 

Backovic, Flacke, SL, Perez `14 

Backovic, Flacke, Kim, SL,`15 

cf. Ennio Salvioni’s talk 
(and also Raman Sundrum’s Review talk)
VLQ searches from ATLAS & CMS talk
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Top Partner Searches @ Run II
Backovic, Flacke, SL, Perez `14

for M > 1TeV, single production 
becomes dominant (just 

kinematics). 
Exactly where in M4 this happens 
is model dependent, but for most 
“reasonable” parameter choices 
somewhere between 1-1.5 TeV



Top Partner Searches @ Run II
Backovic, Flacke, SL, Perez `14



Top Partner Searches @ Run II
Backovic, Flacke, SL, Perez `14

Single production is 
dominated by X5/3 and B 

partners.
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D. Single Production Cross Section - Same Sign Di-leptons vs. Lepton-Jet Final States

In addition to very interesting event topology, the single X
5/3/B production is also interesting because at high

enough MX5/3/B it becomes the dominant production mode. The kinematics of singly produced X
5/3/B events

are mostly determined by two parameters: MX5/3/B and �X5/3/B (modulo e↵ects of spin correlations), while the
production cross section is subject to many other model parameters. Here we are not interested in details of models
but in general features of tt̄Wj event topologies and will hence leave the production cross section as a free parameter.
We consider a range of MX5/3/B , while keeping the width �(X

5/3/B) ⇠ 15 � 20% of MX5/3/B . Keeping the cross
section a free parameter has an additional benefit of presenting the analysis in a model independent fashion and being
able to apply our results to other new physics searches in the tt̄Wj channel.

In order to determine the “reasonable range” of cross sections, we consider several combinations of model parameters
in a general partially composite model. We do not make any assumptions about the mass hierarchy in the model (e.g.
we do not only consider the decoupling limit of M

1

� M
4

), while we make sure that each model parameter point
reproduces the correct mt.

The current limits of X
5/3/B partners place MX5/3/B & 1 TeV. Hence, if X

5/3/B is to be found during the future
runs of the LHC, it will be found almost exclusively in the events containing at least one boosted top quark and one
boosted W . Previous searches for X

5/3/B partners focused mostly on the same sign di-lepton searches, due to the
extremely clean signal, but at a cost of the signal rate. Compared to the inclusive single X

5/3/B production, the
signal rate is diminished by the branching ratio of W decays to leptons, resulting in

�
2l = �

tot

⇥ Br(W ! l⌫)2 = �
tot

⇥ (2/9)2 ⇠ 0.05�
tot

,

where �
tot

is the inclusive X
5/3/B single production cross section. In addition, we checked that the geometric

acceptance (i.e. |⌘l| < 2.5) for two leptons in a same sign di-lepton final state is 50%, implying that the total same
sign di-lepton cross section is at least a factor of 2 smaller after the event selections. Instead, here we propose to
search for top partners in channels which contain at least one lepton and a fat jet. Fig. 3 shows an example diagram of
singly produced X

5/3/B, including the decay modes, where we take the initial state radiated top to decay inclusively.
Compared to the same sign di-lepton searches, the starting signal cross section in our search strategy is

�⇤ = �
tot

⇥ 2⇥ Br(W ! l⌫)⇥ Br(W ! jj) = �
tot

⇥ 2⇥ (2/9)⇥ (2/3) = 6�
2l ,

if we consider both the top and the W decaying hadronically (but not simultaneously). Note that the signal cross
section is increased roughly by an additional factor of two for high MX5/3/B , where we expect X

5/3 and B to be nearly
mass degenerate. The same sign di-lepton cross section, however, remains the same at high MX5/3/B , as the top and
the W from the B decay are of the opposite charge

g

q q

W

W

W

W

X5 / 3

b
q, l

q, υ

υ, q
l, q

b

t

t

, B

l, q
υ, q

Figure 3: Single production of top partners with decay channels. We consider events characterised by a boosted tW system in
the case of X

5/3/B, as denoted by the ovals, in addition to a high energy forward jet and a top. Notice that the only di↵erence
in the X

5/3 production and B production is the sign of the decay products’ charges. We consider inclusive decays of the initial
state radiated top.

Single production of top partners 
might looks complicated

Large SM backgrounds 
(di-tops, W+jets, …)

Backovic, Flacke, SL, Perez `14
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Figure 3: Single production of top partners with decay channels. We consider events characterised by a boosted tW system in
the case of X

5/3/B, as denoted by the ovals, in addition to a high energy forward jet and a top. Notice that the only di↵erence
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5/3 production and B production is the sign of the decay products’ charges. We consider inclusive decays of the initial
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Single production of top partners 
might looks complicated

Large SM backgrounds 
(di-tops, W+jets, …)

M ⇠ O(1TeV)

Backovic, Flacke, SL, Perez `14
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Figure 3: Single production of top partners with decay channels. We consider events characterised by a boosted tW system in
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5/3/B, as denoted by the ovals, in addition to a high energy forward jet and a top. Notice that the only di↵erence
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state radiated top.
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Figure 5: Template overlap distributions for signal and background channels. The left panel shows the peak template distri-
butions for hadronic t/W (top panel / bottom panel) candidate events with no pileup (solid lines), while the right panel is the
peak overlap for hadronic t/W (top panel /bottom panel) candidate events in the presence of 50 average pileup events (dashed
lines). The plots assume Basic Cuts and pT > 500 GeV for the fat jet. Notice that the signal distribution is weakly a↵ected
by pileup contamination.

e↵ect requires a full NLO event simulation, which is beyond the scope of our current study. It is impotent to note
that since here we only consider a leading order tt̄ sample matched to one extra jet, our estimates for the Template
Overlap’s ability to reject Standard Model tt̄ events is likely underestimated.

One of the most attractive features of TOM is its weak susceptibility to pileup contamination. Refs. [17, 18] showed
that the e↵ects of pileup are not significant on TOM (up to 50 pileup events). The low susceptibility to pileup is
a manifest of the fact that, by construction, TOM is sensitive mostly to the hard energy depositions within the fat
jet and less so to the incoherent soft radiation. Here we find similar results both in the case of the top as well as
the W, as shown in Figure 5. The signal distributions maintain a very similar shape upon the addition of pileup
contamination, with the signal e�ciency of the Ov > 0.5 cut remaining at ⇠ 65% for both hadronic top and hadronic
W candidate events. The shape of the background distributions is a↵ected more drastically in the presence of pileup,
however, notice that the region of Ov > 0.5 remains weakly a↵ected, resulting in a small e↵ect on the background
fake rate upon the overlap selection cut.
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5/3 production and B production is the sign of the decay products’ charges. We consider inclusive decays of the initial
state radiated top.
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Figure 5: Template overlap distributions for signal and background channels. The left panel shows the peak template distri-
butions for hadronic t/W (top panel / bottom panel) candidate events with no pileup (solid lines), while the right panel is the
peak overlap for hadronic t/W (top panel /bottom panel) candidate events in the presence of 50 average pileup events (dashed
lines). The plots assume Basic Cuts and pT > 500 GeV for the fat jet. Notice that the signal distribution is weakly a↵ected
by pileup contamination.

e↵ect requires a full NLO event simulation, which is beyond the scope of our current study. It is impotent to note
that since here we only consider a leading order tt̄ sample matched to one extra jet, our estimates for the Template
Overlap’s ability to reject Standard Model tt̄ events is likely underestimated.

One of the most attractive features of TOM is its weak susceptibility to pileup contamination. Refs. [17, 18] showed
that the e↵ects of pileup are not significant on TOM (up to 50 pileup events). The low susceptibility to pileup is
a manifest of the fact that, by construction, TOM is sensitive mostly to the hard energy depositions within the fat
jet and less so to the incoherent soft radiation. Here we find similar results both in the case of the top as well as
the W, as shown in Figure 5. The signal distributions maintain a very similar shape upon the addition of pileup
contamination, with the signal e�ciency of the Ov > 0.5 cut remaining at ⇠ 65% for both hadronic top and hadronic
W candidate events. The shape of the background distributions is a↵ected more drastically in the presence of pileup,
however, notice that the region of Ov > 0.5 remains weakly a↵ected, resulting in a small e↵ect on the background
fake rate upon the overlap selection cut.
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•  Run 2 of the LHC at 13 TeV can detect and 
measure 2 TeV top partners in a lepton-jet 
final state, with almost 5 sigma signal 
significance and S/B >  1 at 35 fb-1
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partners (with charge 2/3)
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For Run I, (Z ➞ MET)+hadronic channel was not 
utilized due to large  SM background (e.g. t+MET):  
(Z ➞ dilepton)+hadronic channel has been the 
golden channel

(BR(t+h)~25%, BR(t+Z)~25%, BR(b+W)~50%)
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Situation changes dramatically when 
M > 1TeV: MET efficiency increases 
dramatically when combined with jet 

substructure techniques. => MET 
channel has ~3 larger BR, and 
favored over dilepton channel
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Summary

a lot of development in boosted 
top taggers over last ~7 years 

(for high pT top)  
top-tagging becomes like b-

tagging? 
i.e for MC study, not bothering to 

decaying top, but use efficiency @ 
fake rate?



Top partners @ Run II
Boosted jet-substructure is a must tool for 

RUN II physics!
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